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Tea Parties at the Snowden House

Girl Scout World Thinking Day: Living Threads

HOLIDAY SPECIALS

on memberships, plaques and store merchandise!

Discovery Days: The World of Little Women

MARK YOUR CALENDAR!

JANUARY DOLLAR WEDNESDAYS!

$1 per person, per open site every Wednesday in January 2020!

REMEMBER THE LADIES

PATH TO SUFFRAGE

Opens January 2020. See inside for details.
Women
To learn more about Girl Scout Badge Days for Brownies, Victorian era. Try your hand at games and activities from the time period. Draw pictures like Amy or write a short story like Jo. Put on a skit with your friends just as you dive into the world of Louisa May Alcott's "Little Women". Celebrate Iowa's heroes like Carrie Chapman Catt and Anna Lawther. Meet the movers and shakers of the Cedar Valley and Iowa, and discover their relationship to the national agenda. Explore concepts such as civic duty, organizing political movements, and the impact of activist methodology on future civil rights movements. March with the suffragettes as we learn about the changing roles of women throughout the 20th century.

SPONSORS: Veridian Credit Union, Wells Fargo, Bob & Nancy Neymeyer, Gallagher Family Foundation

PICTURED: (Below) Photograph of members of the National Women's Party being arrested as they picket with banners before the White House East Gate. (Faded, Below) 1912 Suffrage Parade, NYC. (Cover Above) Suffragists Helen Hamilton Gardener at left with Carrie Chapman Catt leaving the White House around 1920. (Cover, Below) View of Pennsylvania Avenue during the 1912 Suffrage Parade.

PURCHASE A ROSETTE! REMEMBER THE LADIES DONOR WALL

ROSETTE COST: $19
PURCHASE AT: GMDISTRICT.ORG/RLDONORWALL

Honor a special woman in your life with a rosette on the "Remember the Ladies Donor Wall." Each rosette will have space for a name and one additional line for the text of your choosing. Examples: "Beloved Mother," "Amazing Artist," "Great Friend." Receive a duplicate complimentary certificate.

Are you a business or family interested in a larger rosette on the donor wall? Please contact Sara Nefzger at 319.234.6357 for details.
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NEW! ASTROREALITY PRODUCTS

AstroReality takes physical products and merges them with augmented reality, creating immersive methods to explore science, space and life. Watch various aspects of space come to life on your phone, right in the palm of your hand!

Mini Planets and AR Notebooks are available in the Museum Store, ranging from $20-$40. Each product comes with instructions to download the AstroReality App and a code or diagram, exclusive to your product, that allows it to come to life right on your phone!

RAYGUN MERCHANDISE

Perfect for the museum or Iowa enthusiast in your life. Choose from a variety of items; two shirt designs, a mug, pin, keychain or four magnet designs. Prices range from $4-$22.

Honor a Veteran this Holiday Season

Veterans Plaques on Sale for $100!

Plaques purchased in the month of December are 25% off and will include a custom complimentary certificate.

Purchase in store, by calling 319-234-6357 or online at gmdistrict.org/store. Use online code PLAQ/EZS

Give the Gift of a Membership

20% off all GMD Museum District Memberships purchased as a gift!

GMD Memberships allow the card holder unlimited admission among many other great perks for an entire year. Purchase in store, by calling 319.234.6357 or online at gmdistrict.org/membership. Use online code GIFT20.
Artemis, Athena and Aphrodite have a new home! The Imaginarium’s three Burmese Pythons are now living in a new 80 square foot enclosure. The new “snake room” is also home to a Black Rat Snake, Red-tailed Boa Constrictor, and several Ball Pythons.

Stop by the Imaginarium Tuesday-Saturday, 9 AM-5 PM, and head to the main level where you can view the new Python enclosure and say hi to Athena and all of her snake friends.